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RFID is a rapidly growing technology with applications in a number of industries. At the very core of RFID systems is the RFID chip, where cost and power are primary considerations. The chip, packaged with an inexpensive antenna, forms the basic passive RFID tag. When affixed to a logistical unit, it can automatically track, trace, and authenticate. The basic passive tag has no battery, but it draws power from the field generated by the reader. The use of batteries enables longer range communications. The tag communicates with a reader through a defined communication protocol over an appropriate frequency band. Issues of power limitations, bandwidth limitations, and varying regulations come up against the read-ranges, read rates, and tag functions demanded by the application. The RFID reader “inventories” a population of tags in its field, and the inventory is then analyzed by the software stack that resides above it. The software must analyze this stream of RFID data and extract business meaning from it. Application software must then generate business actions from this data and drive business processes which have been constructed around the capabilities of RFID.

Uniquely amongst communication technologies, RFID must be viewed as a tightly designed system stitching together a number of disciplines: semiconductor manufacturing, RF devices, chip packaging, signals and communication, networking, security, software, logistics, supply chain, and business processes. The theme of this Special Section is component technologies and applications related to RFID systems. This Special Section presents eight papers describing state-of-the-art technologies and tools and one application of RFID which were selected from 19 submissions. We are hopeful that this section will illustrate the breadth of opportunities for research and innovation in RFID.

RFID protocols, though simple, offer a surprising number of parameters which can be adjusted to achieve maximum performance. Since RFID systems are often operated at the edge of feasibility, the optimization of these parameters is essential. For example, a reader attempting to inventory hundreds of cases on a pallet as it is driven through a dock door has only a couple of seconds to quickly communicate with as many tags as it can. Any inefficiency might result in a significant drop in system performance. The ISO/IEC 18000-6C is based on the so-called “Q” algorithm, where Q is the number of slots in a variant of the slotted Aloha Algorithm. Maguire and Pappu calculate the best Q value for a round and describe a recursive algorithm to read all available tags in the shortest amount of time. While this paper deals with the algorithmic aspects of RFID, simulation of the physical and logical layers of RFID can prove equally important. In the Floerkemeier and Sarma paper, we present an RFID simulation engine, RFIDSim, which implements the ISO 18000-6C communication protocol and supports path-loss, fading, backscatter, capture, and tag mobility models.

RFID can be viewed as a surrogate for computer vision. Placing RFID tags on objects enables a computer to “view” the movement of physical objects without line-of-sight in a somewhat reduced but more pervasive way. So while an RFID system might be able to detect objects which cannot be seen, some simple conclusions that a line-of-sight vision system can draw are more difficult with RFID, such as the orientation of the object or its relative location. A significant opportunity exists for innovating in such areas. Roh and Choi describe the concept of a 3-D tag: a 3-D arrangement of tags attached to a cube. By exploiting the anisotropic responses of individuals tags, it is possible to infer what the orientation of the 3-D tag is. Kim and Chong describe an RFID reader which determines the direction-of-arrival (DOA) of signals from a transponder by comparing the signal strength at adjacent antennae. The DOA can be used to infer the approximate bearing of a tag.

RFID is being used in a wide range of applications around the world today. Most of these uses are well within the capabilities of commercial systems, but a few require cutting-edge enhancements and analysis. Lehto et al. describe novel tag antenna designs for paper and board reel identification and propose solutions for reader and reader antenna integration in a paper handling machinery chain of paper and board reels.

RFID is a new and promising research field which combines systems-level issues with disciplinary challenges. We are excited to bring this Special Section forward to highlight this mosaic of activities.
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